A1.01 Electronic Spreadsheets

Electronic spreadsheets for Structure Notes, Quantity Tabulations sheets, and Sign Specification sheets can be accessed via your personal computer. If your computer does not have these programs, contact your Computer Support Office and request the following programs:

- QTABS 2000.xla (for Quantity Tabulation sheets and Structure Notes)
- SignSpec 2000.xla (for Sign Specification sheets)

A1.02 Online Help

Online help is available for both the QTABS 2000 and the SignSpec 2000 applications. This help may be accessed via the (?) help button located in the menu bar of each of these applications or through the Internet at the following websites:

For QTABS see: https://wsdot.wa.gov/engineering-standards/design-topics/engineering-applications/quantity-tabulations-application

For Sign Specification see: https://wsdot.wa.gov/engineering-standards/design-topics/engineering-applications/unit-bid-analysis